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Titanium-Jewelry.com Expands Line of Wedding Rings & Men's Wedding Bands

Retailer of Titanium Rings Adds Newest Edward Mirell Collections to Product Offering

March 14, 2008 - PRLog -- Modesto,CA – Titanium-Jewelry.com, a leading online retailer of titanium
rings, tungsten rings and unique contemporary jewelry designs for men and women, today announced an
expansion to their site to include the newest collections from Edward Mirell (EM), renowned designer of
titanium jewelry.  The newly added lines enhance the wide selection of titanium rings, tungsten rings and
numerous styles of men's wedding rings and wedding bands already offered by Titanium-Jewelry.com.    

The newest products to the site feature Edward Mirell's Mediterranean, Tuxedo and Tri Dome Collections,
which boast the same quality and style of previous collections but with even more class and unique allure.
 The titanium used in all Edward Mirell jewelry and accessories is lightweight, completely hypoallergenic,
corrosion and scratch resistant and engravable. It does not react to salt water, sunlight, or any body or
common chemistry. The Edward Mirell designs are made with Spectore Brand Titanium, the first and only,
facility in the world that is singularly focused on the design, development and manufacture of artistically
inspired titanium products.  

Titanium-Jewelry.com provides customers a variety of options in luxurious yet affordable jewelry designs.
Known for carrying the highest quality and most desirable fashions in contemporary jewelry, the online
retailer specializes in titanium rings, tungsten rings, and men's wedding bands among other unique jewelry
items. 

“Within each EM collection, you will find a classic yet contemporary selection of rings, bracelets,
cufflinks, necklaces and key ring designs which incorporate the esteemed quality of Spectore Titanium,"
stated Ron Yates, founder of Titanium-Jewelry.com and owner of Yates & Co Jewelers in Modesto, CA.
 "We are excited with the newest Edward Mirell Collections and look forward to introducing these exotic
and exciting new designs.  The stylish mens wedding rings and accessories are new, hip and very exciting -
many customers can't wait to see them," Yates concluded. 

The titanium rings, men's wedding rings and wedding bands offered at Titanium-Jewelry.com are a perfect
blend of style and class, providing quality, affordable designs for those who prefer contemporary jewelry.
 Featuring a variety of cool, sleek and sophisticated jewelry styles for men and women,
Titanium-Jewelry.com has been at the forefront of the titanium and tungsten jewelry market.  For more
information please visit http://www.titanium-jewelry.com.

About Titanium-Jewelry.com
Titanium-Jewelry.com provides a wide selection of tungsten rings, titanium rings and black titanium
jewelry uniquely styled for men and women.  Experts in modern men's wedding bands and modern metals
jewelry, Titanium-Jewelry.com leads the industry in contemporary jewelry fashions.   For more
information, please visit www.Titanium-Jewelry.com.
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